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Arkham Horror Story Scenarios 

 
 Unlike a traditional game of Arkham Horror or Arkham Horror scenario, story scenarios 

play out like a session of Mansions of Madness or Call of Cthulhu Roleplaying Game. Instead of 

thwarting an Ancient One and closing gates, a story scenario often doesn't involve an Ancient 

One or gates to other worlds. Instead, the investigators have a specific objective or mystery to 

solve in order to win the game. In addition, story scenarios direct investigators to specific 

locations in order to gain clues, items, defeat monsters, or achieve other objectives in pursuit of 

their ultimate goal. 

 Since story scenarios direct the investigators to specific locations, there will often be 

more than one investigator at a location. Therefore, in order to reduce clutter, it's best to play a 

story scenario with no more than 4 players. Indeed, story scenarios are excellent for a solo 

investigator and make for a good solitary game. 

 Setup and the game turn for story scenarios is similar to a standard session of Arkham 

Horror, with the exceptions below. Each story scenario may modify game rules in different 

ways, but the following will be the same for all story scenarios. 

 

Game Setup 

 
Setup the game as normal with the following exceptions: 

 

1. Prepare Playing Area 
 

Place the #1 Activity Marker on the location specified in the story scenario. The #1 Activity 

Marker will always direct the players to the next location in the story and remains on the board at 

all times. 

 

2. Place Initial Clues 

 
Players gain clues by fulfilling story objectives or through encounters at locations instead of 

picking them up from the game board. No clue tokens are placed on the game board at the start 

of the game or by Mythos cards. 

 

5. Reveal Ancient One 

 
Most story scenarios don't involve the Ancient Ones and those that do will specify which 

Ancient One to use. 
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12. Shuffle Ancient One Decks and Gate Markers 

 
Most story scenarios won't use gate markers, so they are simply set aside. Some story scenarios 

may use specific gate markers or even random ones. The scenario will specify this if it is the 

case. 

 

14. Draw and Resolve Mythos Card 

 
Mythos cards are drawn and resolved as normal, except clue tokens are not placed, and gates and 

monsters don't appear (unless the story scenario specifies otherwise. Monsters may still appear as 

the result of a Mythos card ability, however.). Doom tokens are only placed if the story scenario 

has an Ancient One, and the scenario may specify under which conditions doom tokens are 

placed. 

 

 

 

The Game Turn 

 
The phases of the game turn work differently for story scenarios, and are explained below. 

 

Phase I: Upkeep 

The Upkeep phase remains unchanged for story scenarios. 

Phase II: Movement 

The movement phase remains unchanged. 

Phase III: Arkham Encounters 

 Players draw a random location card as normal at Arkham locations unless they are at the 

location with the #1 Activity Marker. In that case, the story scenario specifies the encounter they 

have there. Typically, a #1 Activity Marker encounter affects all investigators at the location. If 

so, the encounter will say "all investigators present..." or "each investigator present..." If not, it 

affects only the investigator who "drew" the encounter. The encounter will then tell which 

location to move the #1 Activity Marker to. 

 The #1 Activity Marker may remain at the same location after its encounter is resolved, 

or may return to a location more than once. In that case, the story scenario will specify what 

happens for subsequent encounters there (each encounter for a location will be numbered). Once 

the encounter for the #1 Activity Marker location has been resolved for the turn, further 

encounters for the current turn at the location are ignored if the marker remains at the same 

location. On the next game turn, the encounter for the #1 Activity Marker is resolved as above. 

For example, three investigators are at the #1 Activity Marker location during the Arkham 

Encounters phase. The investigator whose turn it is resolves the encounter specified by the story 

scenario. The encounter states that the marker remains at the location. When it is the second and 

third investigators' turn to resolve their encounters at the location, nothing happens since the 

marker didn't move. If the marker had moved to a location where another investigator was, that 

investigator would resolve the encounter for the #1 Marker there (assuming the investigator 

hasn't yet had an encounter there for the current turn.) Normal monsters placed as the result of a 
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#1 Activity Marker encounter are removed from the board if all investigators at the location 

evade it (as per a normal location encounter). 

 Skill Checks and Multiple Investigators at a Location: If the #1 Activity Marker or 

Arkham Encounter specifies that a skill check be made, any investigator present at the location 

may attempt the skill check unless the encounter specifies that all investigators present must 

make the check. Investigators present may assist the one making the skill check by allowing that 

investigator to spend their clue tokens as if they were his/her own. This even applies when 

making Combat Checks against monsters (but not Ancient Ones). 

 If an Arkham Encounter calls for a gate to be placed, nothing happens unless the story 

scenario makes use of random gates. Likewise, if a gate and monster appear, only the monster 

appears unless random gates are being used in the current scenario. 

Phase IV: Other World Encounters 

If the story scenario makes use of gate markers, investigators who are in other worlds resolve 

other world encounters as normal. Some story scenarios may specify that the #1 Activity Marker 

moves to the first or second area of an Other World. In that case, the encounter at that location is 

resolved as specified under Arkham Encounters above. 

Phase V: Mythos 

Mythos cards are drawn and resolved as normal with the following exceptions: 

1. Open Gate and Spawn Monster 

Unless the story scenario specifies otherwise, gates and monsters are not placed, even as the 

result of a Mythos Ability. Likewise, the doom track does not advance for the Ancient One (if 

there is one for the current scenario) unless the scenario specifies otherwise. 

2. Place Clue Token 

Clue tokens are not placed. 

3. Move Monsters 

Any monsters in play move as normal. 

4. Activate Mythos Ability 

The Mythos Ability is resolved as normal unless the story scenario specifies otherwise. 

 

 

Other Rules 

 
Monsters 
 Plot Monsters: Plot monsters are central to a story scenario's plot, and are therefore 

stronger than normal monsters. They are only placed as the result of a #1 Activity Marker 

encounter, and the encounter will specify which monsters are plot monsters. Plot monster 

Toughness is equal to its normal Toughness times the number of investigators in the game. Any 

game effects which modify its Toughness are added before the multiplier is applied. For 

example, if a cultist is a plot monster and Ithaqua is the Ancient One (adds 2 to the Toughness of 

all cultists), 2 is added to the cultist's Toughness before being multiplied by the number of 

investigators. 

 It may take several turns to defeat a plot monster, and damage applied to it is kept track 

of by placing Stamina tokens from the bank on its marker. Battle with a plot monster is similar to 

battling an Ancient One except each game turn, all phases remain as normal (upkeep, movement, 

etc.). During the Movement phase, any investigator at the plot monster's location may make one 

Combat check against it or attempt to evade it. Only one Horror check is made by an 
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investigator the first time he/she attacks the plot monster. However, if he/she leaves the location 

and comes back, another Horror check must be made. No encounters take place at a plot 

monster's location if it is evaded, and plot monsters which are evaded are not removed from the 

board. If a plot monster is not defeated after an attack, it applies its damage to the attacker as 

normal. Any investigator reduced to 0 Sanity or Stamina by a plot monster is removed from the 

game (though not considered to be devoured) and is not replaced; the investigator loses the 

game. Story scenarios may give plot monsters additional special abilities in addition to increased 

Toughness. 

  

Investigators Reduced to 0 Stamina or Sanity or Devoured 

 
The effects of an investigator being reduced to 0 Stamina or Sanity is resolved as normal, as well 

as the effects of an investigator being devoured. The only exception is when engaging a plot 

monster in combat (as detailed above). 

 

Rules Clarifications 

 
Plot Monsters: On the first turn it is placed during the Arkham Encounters phase, investigators 

present at the location must fight or evade the plot monster, like any monster placed as the result 

of an encounter. On subsequent turns, the plot monster must be fought or evaded during the 

Movement phase. 


